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Softship’s systems adapt to all IT technologies
In a rapidly changing business environment it is particularly important for a software service provider to continuously develop and modify its IT solutions. In this framework Softship, one of the leading providers of software solutions develop IT environments that ensure that all applications are updated and evolved to meet new challenges and
threats.
Lars Fischer, Managing Director, Softship Data Processing Singapore Ltd, describes the effects of the Covid-19
pandemic on Softship’s operations and explains the business model of the company to meet the specific needs and
requirements of its clients.
- What are the effects of the
Covid-19 pandemic in your company’s functions & operations?
- As an IT software solutions
provider, at Softship we were fortunate in that when various lockdown measures were brought into
force across countries we operate
within, we were already wellequipped to operate remotely
and have been able to continue
without disruption. Given that our
software solutions are designed
to manage all of the back-office
requirements for liner companies,
liner agents and port agents, we
were also able to support our
clients’ in managing some of the
challenges caused by COVID-19.
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managers and agents, restrictions
on the movement of people and difficulties around crew changes have been
exceptionally challenging to deal with, and from our view, the pandemic
has demonstrated to the entire industry how important having suitable and
reliable software systems in place is to companies of all sizes. Thankfully,
as Softship’s systems allow users to fulfill all administrative requirements
in real-time and provide complete transparency across operations, our
clients have been much better equipped than many similar companies in
adapting to change brought about by the pandemic.
- Describe your company’s business model in order to meet your
clients’ needs and requirements.
- Softship is the leading provider of software solutions to the international
shipping industry and port agency sector, and our products currently serve
more than 120 companies worldwide. Tailored to the specific operational
and business requirements of each segment, our Softship.LIMA software
suite and associated applications serve the needs of liner shipping carriers;
the Softship.ALFA software suite serves liner agents; and Softship.SAPAS,
a cloud-based software package, serves port agents.
All of our solutions are designed to streamline back office administration
tasks in order to deliver greater efficiencies to the full list of processes
that comprise shipping. Softship additionally provides a range of business
management tools that allow shipping executives to fully analyse their
commercial and operational activities. As our solutions are offered in a
modular format – meaning clients pick and choose the applications and
services they require from a portfolio - clients can develop the exact IT solutions they need. Software can be easily modified to meet specific market
or company requirements and can be deployed on premises or through a
hosted or cloud-based solution.
By providing both ‘off-the-shelf’ and configurable packaged solutions, we
can develop IT environments that meet very specific needs, while also ensuring all software and applications are continuously updated and evolve to
meet new challenges or threats. This is particularly important in a rapidly
changing business environment, where IT technologies are developing at
pace. This means that as an independent service provider, Softship has the
scale and resource to continuously move with the times in adapting our
solutions for all clients; whereas many in-house solutions built by individual carriers or agency businesses struggle to keep up. This leaves these
businesses vulnerable and makes any changes extremely costly for them.

- Have you diversified your services in cyber security, block chain
technology, data analytics tools and other solutions?
- With more than 30 years’ in operation, Softship has been providing
software solutions to the shipping industry for as long as the internet has
existed – so we are always working to adapt and develop in line with new
technologies and capabilities! We keep a close eye on all developments
and adapt our solutions and offerings as appropriate.
We pride ourselves on our ability to develop innovative solutions tailored
to the needs of our customers, too. Our Softship.SAPAS solution was the
first cloud-based solution for ship agents, and all of our software solutions
incorporate cloud functionality, advanced data analytics and cyber-security
controls. We’re also currently working on a ‘digital-twin’ R&D project with
industry partners looking at resolving the issue of container repositioning
and continue to watch wider industry developments in relation to digitalisation of administrative processes with interest.
- Have you exploited the advanced technology AI, IoT, machine learning
and other innovations to increase the performance and the efficiency of
your customer’s operations?
- This is a really exciting time in terms of digitalisation of the shipping industry – we’ve seen quite a significant acceleration in the adoption of new
technologies including IoT, AI and machine learning in some areas, and
there is huge potential for the future. However, the fact remains that the
vast majority of the industry still operates with out-date, non-integrated
processes and – for many – with only basic IT tools and solutions. Without
far more sophisticated IT software solutions in place across the board, the
wholesale digitalisation of the shipping industry cannot happen. By focusing only on advanced technologies such as AI, we will see an increasing
divide in the coming years between the technology haves and have-nots,
and that is not in the interest of anyone.
Ensuring back-office processes are fully integrated, digitalised and optimised to perform day-to-day operations with maximum efficiency should
be the first priority for all maritime businesses. There is no doubt we will
continue the trend of increased digitalisation and automation in the years
to come, but there is nothing to build on if the foundations aren’t in place.
Softship’s solutions provide these foundations and enable businesses to
continuously adapt.
- What are the new initiatives of your company and your future plans to
expand your market share in shipping?
- As the leading provider of software solutions to the liner and port agency
segments, we have a strong market share but of course are always
working to expand our customer base while continuing to provide a quality
service for our existing customers and developing new solutions.
This includes rolling out new products including Softship’s Port Cost
Calculator, launched this month, a web-based calculator for carriers to
maintain up-to-the-minute, fully accurate records and full visibility of
expenses at all stages of each individual port call. With the calculator,
a vessel’s expected port activities are pre-loaded into the Softship Port
Cost Calculator from the original port call templates and unforeseen or
real-time adjustments can be taken direct from vessel reports. Based on
this, the Calculator will present a list of all expected charges and costs.
These are then automatically applied to the overall voyage result giving
the carrier full visibility over the financial performance of each voyage. As
the port call progresses, vendor invoices are automatically reconciled and
approved for payment which reduces staff time and errors. Discrepancies
are identified and rapidly resolved. This makes it much easier to manage
costs and control accounts, which is particularly important in the current
environment, when port calls are being impacted by the pandemic.

